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Abstract: Diffie-Hellman key agreement protocol is the first and most famous protocol, but it has many flaws and drawbacks. Therefore, in this 
paper a new authenticated key agreement protocol (AKAP) with key confirmation is proposed. The proposed protocol is based on Diffie-
Hellman problem and it is working over elliptic curve group in the setting of asymmetric techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Key agreement refers to one form of key establishment pro-
tocols in which two or more users execute a protocol to se-
curely share a session key. The most famous protocol for key 
agreement was proposed by Diffie and Hellman which is based 
on concept of public-key cryptography [1]. There are two ver-
sions of the Diffie-Hellman protocol namely static and ephem-
eral. In the first one, the entities exchange static public keys, 
and in the second, the entities exchange ephemeral public keys. 
Therefore, the static protocol has a major drawback, is that the 
entities A and B compute the same session key for each run of 
the protocol. Also the ephemeral Diffie-Hellman protocol is 
vulnerable to a man-in-the-middle attack. To overcome these 
security flaws, a new authenticated key agreement protocol is 
proposed, which is a hybrid approach of both static and ephem-
eral version.  The established session key is formed as combi-
nation of static and ephemeral private keys of two entities A 
and B. The discussion shows the present protocol meets all 
security and efficiency attributes. 

II.  PROPOSED PROTOCOL   

A. Domain Parameters 
The domain parameters for the protocol proposed are the 

elliptic curve parameters that are common to both entities and 
consist of an elliptic curve E defined over a finite field , 

generating element G (point) of  ECC , n is order 

of G in , and h is cofactor of n, i.e., . 

qF
( )qG E F∈

)( qFE # ( ).qh E F= n

B. Notations 
The following notations are used in the paper. 
 
 

Table I: Notations used in this Paper 
 
A, B Honest Hosts 
IDA, IDB  B Identities of A and B 
EK(X) Encryption of plaintext X using key 

K 
DK(X) Decryption of plaintext X using key 

K 
G Generator Point 

Ax   A’s static private key, is an integer 
]1,1[ −∈ qR  

AY  A’s static public key, is the elliptic 
curve  
point  GxA.=

Ar  A’s ephemeral key (random number 
in ) nZ

SK  Session Key between A and B 
K Static Session key 
A→B:   M A sends message “M” to B 
sgnA( . ) Signature generated using the pri-

vate key of A 
 

Here, A has ,  and . Similarly, B has ,  and . Ax AY Ar Bx BY Br
Both the entities want to share the session key should have 

the authentic copies of the static public keys of each other. This 
can be done using the public certificates issued by the certifica-
tion authority (CA) as in the case of public-key cryptography 
[12].  denotes A's public-key certificate, containing her 

static public key , and a certifying authority CA's signature. 
ACert

AY

C. The Protocol 
In this section, the detail flow of the proposed protocol is 

discussed. 
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• Both the communicating parties A and B recover the 
authentic copies of each other’s static public keys from 
the publicly available certificates. As a result, A now 
has  and B has  . BY AY

• A computes the static session key K using  and   

as . Next, A chooses a random 

integer as her ephemeral key and 

computes the point

Ax BY
GxxYxK BABA ... ==
]1,1[ −∈ nRrA

BAA YrM .= . A then concate-

nates , and , signs the concatenated result 

with her static private key , encrypts the  along 
with the signed message using K and sends it to B. 

BID AY BY
Ax AM

 
)),,(sgn,(,: BABAAKB YYIDMEIDBA→  

 
• B also finds the static session key K using  and   

as . Upon receiving the mes-

sage from A, it decrypts using K, recovers  and ve-
rifies the signature sent by A. Next, B selects a random 
number  as his ephemeral key and 
calculates the intended session 
key . If the calculated

Bx AY
GxxYxK ABAB ... ==

AM

]1,1[ −∈ nRrB

).( AAB MYrhSK += 0=SK , 
then B terminates the protocol. Otherwise, B com-
putes . Then, it concatenates ,  

and . B then signs the result with  and encrypts 
the signed result using the session key SK. B sends this 
encrypted value along with the encrypted value of  
using K to A.   

ABB YrM .= AID AM
BM Bx

BM

 
)),,((sgn),(: BAABSKBK MMIDEMEAB →  

 
• After receiving the message from B, A decrypts with K 

to recover . Next, she computes the intended session 

key . If this com-
puted , then A terminates the protocol. Other-
wise, A concatenates ,  and , signs the re-

sult using . Then she encrypts the signed result using 
the session key SK and sends to B. 

BM
).( BBA MYrhSK +=

0=SK
BID AM BM

Bx

 
)),,((sgn: BAAASK MMIDEBA →  

 
• Finally, B decrypts the received message using SK and 

verifies the signature created by A. If the signature is 
verified by B correctly, he keeps the session key SK. 
Multiplication by h ensures that the session key SK is a 

point in the subgroup of order n in  to protect 
against small subgroup attack as described in [3]. 

)( qFE

The small subgroup attack can be launched if the or-
der n of the base point G is not prime; say,  where 

 is small. The attacker forces the shared secret key to 
be one of small and known subset of points. If SK lies in the 
subgroup of order t of the group generated by G, then the 
attacker tries only t possible to find the key SK. The check 

 ensures that SK is a finite point. 

tmn .=
1>t

0=SK

D. Correctness 
The protocol correctly establishes an intended session key 

and it can be shown as follows:  
 

Alice 
 

).( BBA MYrhSK +=  

)..( ABBA YrYrh +=  

    )....( GxrGxrh ABBA +=  

   Gxrxrh ABBA )...( +=           

       Gxrxrh BAAB )...( +=   
   SK=  of Bob  
 

Bob 
).( AAB MYrhSK +=  

          )..( BAAB YrYrh +=  

          )....( GxrGxrh BAAB +=  

Gxrxrh BAAB )...( +=  

Gxrxrh ABBA )...( +=  
SK=  of Alice 

III. SECURITY ANALYSIS 

The security of proposed protocol is based on the Diffie-
Hellman problem in elliptic curve group (ECDHP): given an 
elliptic curve E defined over a finite field , a base point  qF

( )qG E F∈ of order n and two points generated by G,  

and  (where x and y are integer), find . This 
problem is closely related to the well-known elliptic curve 
discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) (given , G, n and 

, find x). 

Gx. Gy. Gyx ..

)( qFE
Gx.

 
The proposed protocol meets the following desirable secu-

rity attributes. 

E. Known-Key Security 
A protocol is said to be vulnerable to a known-key attack if 

compromise of past session keys allows either a passive adver-
sary to compromise future session keys, or impersonation by an 
active adversary in the future. The protocol should still achieve 
its goal in the face of an adversary who has learned some other 
session keys. 

The proposed protocol provides known-key security. Each 
run of the protocol between two entities A and B should pro-
duce a unique session key which depends on  and . Al-
though an adversary has learned some other session keys, he 
can't compute , and from them, because he 

doesn't know ephemeral private keys  and . Therefore the 
protocol still achieves its goal in the face of the adversary. 

Ar Br

Gxr BA .. Gxr AB ..

Ar Br

F. Perfect Forward Secrecy 
A protocol is said to have perfect forward secrecy if com-

promise of long-term keys does not compromise past session 
keys. 
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The proposed protocol also possesses forward secrecy. 
Suppose that static private keys  and  of two entities are 
compromised. However, the secrecy of previous session keys 
established by honest entities is not affected, because an ad-
versary who captured their private keys or   should ex-

tract the ephemeral keys  or from the information  

and  to know the previous or next session keys between 
them. However, this is the Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm 
Problem (ECDLP). 

Ax Bx

Ax Bx

Ar Br AM

BM

G. Key-Compromise Imporsanation  
When A's static private key is compromised, it may be de-

sirable that this event does not enable an adversary to imper-
sonate other entities to A.  

Suppose A's long-term private key , is disclosed. Now 
an adversary who knows this value can clearly impersonate A. 
But he can not impersonate B to A without knowing B's long-

term private key . For the success of the impersonation, the 

adversary must know A's ephemeral key  at least. So, also 

in this case, the adversary should extract the value  from 

, to generate the same key SK, with A. This also 
comes to ECDLP. 

Ax

Bx

Ar

Ar

BAA YrM .=

H. Unknown Key-Share 
Entity B cannot be coerced into sharing a key with entity A 

without B's knowledge, i.e., when B believes the key is shared 
with some entity , and A correctly believes the key is 
shared with B. 

AC ≠

The proposed protocol also prevents unknown key-share. 
According to the assumption of this protocol that the Certifica-
tion Authority (CA) has verified that A possesses the static 
public key corresponding to her static private key . An 

adversary cannot register A's public key as its own and 
subsequently deceive B into believing that A's messages are 
originated from the adversary. Therefore, B cannot be coerced 
into sharing a key with entity A without B's knowledge. 

AY Ax

AY

I. Man-in-the-Middle Attack 
In this attack, an attacker fools both the communicating par-

ties in a legitimate conversation by creating two private, public 
key pairs: One between the first party and attacker, the other 
between the attacker and the second party. 

The proposed protocol also prevents man-in-the-middle at-
tacks. An attacker cannot forge the static private keys of either 
A or B to create the signatures. If the attacker successfully does 
so, then the signatures cannot be verified using the static public 
keys of the entities defined in the certificates. It is because the 
certificates are issued by the Certification Authority (CA). 

IV. COMPARISON 

Some modern key agreement protocols such as MTA/A0, 
MQV, LLK, Unified Model and Song-Kim are compared with 
proposed protocols from the security and efficiency point of 
view [3]-[9]-[10]-[11]. 

A.  Security 
From the security point of view, the proposed protocol pro-

vides more desirable security attributes than other AK proto-
cols. For example, the MTI/A0 does not provide implicit key 
authentication (IKA) and FS and the AKC Unified Model does 
not support K-CI, while the AKC MQV provides UK-S which 
the AK MQV doesn't exhibit. So, Proposed AKAP Protocol 
provides all security attributes as well as the AKC MQV, LLK, 
and Song-Kim [3]-[10]-[11]. 

B. Efficiency 
In Table I, the number of scalar multiplications required in 

each protocol is compared. Protocols MTI/A0, Unified Model, 
Song-Kim and Proposed protocol commonly require 2 scalar 
multiplications. The MQV Protocol requires 2.5, and the LLK 
protocol requires two scalar multiplications only.  
 

Table II: Scalar Multiplications Required per Entity 
Protocols Scalar Multiplications 
MTI/A0 3 

LLK 2 
Unified Model 3 

MQV 2.5 
Song-Kim 3 

Proposed protocol 2 

V.  CONCLUSION 

In this paper a new authenticated key agreement with key 
confirmation protocol (AKAP) is proposed. The protocol have 
been designed to provide the desirable security attributes which 
are not provided by the other security protocols such as 
MTI/A0, two-pass Unified Model, and Diffie-Hellman proto-
col. The proposed protocol is discussed and compared with 
other reported modern key agreement protocols. However, the 
results have been shown better security attributes than the cur-
rently reported protocols. 
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